Comments received from 2015 to 2018
THEME: BUILT/NATURAL
Comments

Theme : Built/ Natural

Natural (+)
Designed vs. natural water front: I personally prefer natural, but would be supportive of something well-designed that
would create pride and attract tourists. I don't think people recognize how wonderful it is to live near the Mississippi.
Prairies
Natural shoreline and touch the water places
How can the park at UHT best benefit the community?: Nature experience for city residents and city visitors
Add wildlife habitat (prairie!)
More native landscape and habitat
Favor river restoration OVER (added) infrastructure (save $$ forever)
Provide lots of acres of natural habitat
(Points to light green furthest north in the plan) Returning any shoreline to natural vegetation?
Lots of Native Landscape (Following the Park Reserve formula- 20% development and 80% natural)
Designed vs. natural water front: Natural elements should be included but contained. I just don't feel naturalization of
the area is practical. If the area is going to support a large scale music venue, you don't want a huge crowd trampling
through a restored natural setting.
I love seeing the river in its natural state. I have canoed the river and would possibly do more of that in the future, but I
would mainly like to see the wild byway aspect of the river enhanced.
Better access to the river. Better access to passive green space.
Designed vs. natural water front: Waterfront access in a mainly natural environment
See wildlife in the river. Have a healthy river.
Preferred experience of the river: Energetic spaces for fun and quieter, natural spaces for relaxation.
Natural
In its natural state. no concrete, no large group spaces
Preferred experience of the river: I think the emphasis should be on keeping the atmosphere natural. Nature should be
the emphasis; the food venue should be a comfortable shawl to the experience and an ambience where you just want to
stay the whole day and gaze out at people walking past.
Preferred experience of the river: See previous answers. I want to experience it visually and naturally, but we have such
limited access in northeast Mpls to this now. Don't ruin this site completely.
Designed vs. natural water front: primarly natural, with small areas for fishing, paddel board and kiyak launching. keep
the boat launch by the Camden bridge.
It is my community. I'm interested in returning it to a natural place, and a place for the people - the commons.
I envision wild riverfront areas
Designed vs. natural water front:70/30 in favor of natural waterfront areas.
Designed vs. natural water front:Whatever will work - designed will bring more people to the river - but not over built You do need pockets or a decent size area for that natural feel that we are close to nature
Q16. Depends on what you offer, as outlined in previous offers. If you make it more green/natural/rivercentric and less
concert venue, I would use it often since it would be close and easily accessible from my house.
Walks in the Park along the river. Nature in the urban area,
Designed vs. natural water front: Balance is good - as long as there is an access point, natural water front is wonderful.
It would be cool to have a stage space with designed water front buffered on either end by natural areas.
Designed vs. natural water front: Natural, with just enough "design" to make it accessible. Yes, think "individual
experiences." Something one or a few people would do on their own, a nice activity, not "group venue" for making
money for private enterprise.
What will the impact on wildlife be when you build this? Wildlife needs to be protected. This is shaping up to be a huge
mistake that we'll all regret in about five years. It should be about greenery, wildlife, the river -- not money, money,
money for a concert promoter!!!!
Id like access in a natural environment to protect the health of the river. Keep back erosion
naturally.
There should be a boundary of a natural edge to preserve the river banks.
some other recreational uses as appropriate for the environment, and a concerted effort to protect the Mississippi
wildlife byway.
Interest in UHT: Creation of public connections to the riverfront, creation of natural connections of North Minneapolis to
the river and to downtown along the river corridor.
Interest in UHT: I am a taxpayer and resident in a congested city that needs quiet green/nature space as respite.
Interest in UHT: Lover of nature
Upper Mississippi Regional Park! The biggest factors making this area of the river successful is nature and the access that
people have to the river via bike and walking paths. I personally use the paths multiple times a week; mostly for biking.
When my children were little we would go to the playground, interpretive center, wading pool and picnic grounds near
49th Ave. This park is very popular for all of these amenities, and people like to come to this park for the amenities,
especially because they feel like they are in a wild area outside of a city environment. Children can see and learn about
wildlife, plants and more. It is not unusual to see Eagles and other wildlife.
Areas closest to river should be reserved for people/nature versus cars further from the river
make sure that the project is specifically considering native plants combinations that will support wildlife and insects
Prioritize protection and enhancement of lands within the Mississippi National River and Recreation Area. "Our primary
priority for the site is to retain public ownership of the riverfront, make it accessible through trails and recreational
amenities, and to restore as much of the shoreline as possible"
It is important to improve the health of the river – wild space – no chemicals /pesticides
Focus on the river; hydrology, ecology, habitat, nature. Back off from the river as much as possible and restore it's
natural functioning as much as possible.
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Comments
Needs stronger park-like/ecological connection to river, connection seems more like an urban edge.
some lawn but NOT all green-watered-mown lawn;
I think that there needs space for a nature area
Opportunity for solitary peaceful reflection is a very important aspect of natural spaces.
natural spaces for birds
Need to make sure the park land protects from erosion and contains native species.
(Future phases) River front restoration. Leave it alone. I agree with the parking if the other buildings are added but
other than that leave it be.
The plan should be park/river restoration based
Strive to integrate organizing principles of ecology
The native landscape the way it would be without modern human development should be represented in what lives
there and the way the park looks.
Make more native landscapes
Native planting areas to create pollinator habitat.
natural prairie
Restored prairie maybe.
pollinator gardens
preservation of wildlife
When it's time to build, let natural systems and resources be the lead factor in determining functionality of built
environment - human use should incorporate sustainably and with climate consciousness guiding all decisons.
Nature, sunset, green space (55345)
I like green space instead of hardscape. (55412)
a safe, clean, natural place for children and their families
Replace seating/viewing nodes with more garden space, pollinator species patches.
(Southern half of the site)Leave as open green space.
A park to me is green open space with room for trails, nature, sport area, grilling and BBQ area, tables, trees for shade,
and water incorporated in some aspect so maybe a small pond or waterfall.
Prioritize green infrastructure and park/trail along the river, increase natural shore of the river integrated with
"stormwater systems" that clean the water. What is the carbon impact of all of this development?
I would like to see more land set aside for park, wildlife, green space, and access to the river.
Balance recreation (sports fields/courts/skatepark) with natural landscapes.
Also, what will you do about noise control? This needs to be a primary consideration. People live within the area and
across the river. What proof/analysis have you done that the noise won't carry? What is wrong with smaller-scale venue,
or better yet -- none at all and a focus on nature?
Leave it just park for a while - let people access organically
More park land. Start over with more time to plan Real Park, maybe back to a savanna the same that was here before
"white men" f***ed it up!
Site should dedicate more area to park and open & wild space.
I would like to see more space dedicated to park, natural areas, open space. I think for such a large area, more should be
natural park space.
a safe, clean, natural place for children and their families
Love the storm water, erosion, native plant incorporation
Solar/green energy uses/space for recycling/compost initiatives, garden space around parking (southern half of the site)
Designed vs. natural water front: How about designed to perform in an ecologically-beneficial manner? Why even
bother with the word 'natural' when we can design something better? To take your question in the spirit in which it was
asked, though -- maintain an even balance over time as more and more people A) move to the area, and B) are able to
access the waterfront. Initially more 'natural' (lots of remediation to do, I'd imagine), transitioning toward 'designed' as
it becomes integrated into the life of the city.
make eagle habitat. Plant big tall oak trees along the river. Eagles will totally make that place come alive.
Would love to see large areas of tree/shrub/perennial plantings vs. turf areas.
native plants
please incorporate as many trees as possible with LESS HARDSCAPING.
Enjoy trees and natural spaces
Trees & gardens (55447)
Native grass and nature. Fruit trees and berries to pick and enjoy... (55412)
Natural (-)
To be realistic, think half green boulevards along walls and half paved to the water. In North, a natural river edge will be
polluted and unsafe. We have this in N. Mississippi Regional park and between the mosquitoes and pan handlers, it
doesn't work.
An up river kayak launch seems like a good offering but I don't think it's practical to try to restore some sort of natural
setting to an area that has been industrialized for more than a century. Pavement promenades, piers, fishing decks,
steps to the water, with clear pedestrian and cycling areas and connections up and down river that would connect to
more natural segments, makes more sense to me for a high utilization destination.
I think this is not the area where the waterfront should be all or mostly "back to nature" with marshes, sloughs, reeds,
etc. That is more fitting for UMRP which is nearby and is overall quite "back to nature".
There is too much park land. The strip along the River should be no more than 50 ft. wide. The rest of the unneeded park
land should be used for commercial development.
We (Northsiders) want the same things that people in other parts of Minneapolis want - beautiful spaces, access to the
water, places to eat… an all-naturalized space (like in the Above the Falls master plan) is not ok
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Theme : Built/ Natural
Built (+)

Adult exercise equipment, library, crafts (55412)
Restaurant, concessions and/or food trucks
Interest in UHT: Live nearby, want more access/parks/affordable housing on north side
River related activities boat, swim, fish, river enhanced activities, restaurants, hotels, boats rentals, bike rentals
Designed vs. natural water front: Designed would be great but there should be waterfront activities - fishing areas,
boating areas, etc. similar to hidden falls area
Designed vs. natural water front: Smaller natural areas close to amenities to the designed areas. More designed than
natural though.
If there is a way to balance this with natural experiences of the river, great. With the very industrial nature of that area
now, designing a more urban experience seems more feasible than trying to restore a natural setting.
Preferred experience of the river: Dining, entertainment.
We need more dining establishments with a view of the river, with boat access.
Designed vs. natural water front: This area should be more "designed". NMRP is the one that should have the "natural
areas".
Permanent restaurant that draws a crowd similar to Sea Salt or Tin Fish in South Minneapolis along with food trucks or
casual cafe with food for before and after shows.
As rule I like natural, but this area may be better suited to a designed area because of its industrial past. Would be
interesting to tie in the old with the new.
Restaurants, bike paths, music, and a farmers market would bring me to the Upper Harbor roughly 4 to 5 times a month
in the summer and 1 -2 times a month in the winter.
Designed vs. natural water front: Designed
Designed vs. natural water front: I think a more designed area is probably more realistic. And I think bring more of the
northside community together in the same space could be positive as well.
A mix of casual environment and urban edge. The riverfront is already full of "natural" environmental edging, and very
few places where there is an urban edge to the water.
Casual cafes and takeaway food counters with perhaps one destination restaurant.
(Star below the food truck) (Star below the last image) Restaurants and cute lights
Interest in UHT: North Minneapolis has always been treated poorly by the city government and almost never received
any atractive development. This is a chance for the city to finally give atractive development to the Northside. It
would be great to be able to go to things on the Northside and not have to go everywhere else in the metro. It would
also bring others to the Northside, which in turn would help revitalize the Northside
restaurants, parks, and water are always a good combo
Being able to be on the river - restaurant would be #1 choice, boat rental #2
There should be a wide range of food services ranging all the way from food carts or walking vendors for events to
destination restaurants. There could be space for food carts not far from river and restaurants farther back ranging from
low price to "destination" types. I am not sure whether I would want food trucks. Places like Sea Salt could be near
riverfront with fancy sit down white table cloth restaurants farther back.. It is important to have foods from a wide
variety of cultures because the Northside and nearby areas have such diversity. Hopefully we will have some high end
housing near the rear of the area behind the public areas and they could support destination restaurants as long as
there are people from other areas that also come.
Multi-use recreation-all seasons.
Music bandshell or amphitheater
A permanent stage with open fields might provide the best bang for the buck as more than just music can utilize
the space (state of the city speech, private events) while still maximizing the
available green space.
All of the above - We do need permanent stages with open fields to draw people not only to the river but to the
hopefully restaurants that will be there - to support the businesses. We need all types of music to draw all types of
people and different age groups
Community garden
Community garden
My proposal is to build an amusement park and have it operated by local young people
Art studios
Conservatory to provide natural beauty year-round
Interpretive center
Recreational things like courts
Community Centers
would like a community center
would like a community center
an athletic/rec center would be cool for the community
I like that there will be a community room.
a place to play basketball indoors and outdoors (there’s no place to play in the winter)
rec center throughout the winter
More rec centers (55412)
Will there be a Rec. Center?
There’s not much for teens to do but some type of community center would be perfect (55412)
A good rec building with utilities that you could rent out
recreation center
Arcade, wifi, rec. center, burrowed (?) vending, better lighting machine (?), better bathrooms (55412)
public restrooms
Priorities: ample bathrooms
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Comments
Water fountains, actual clean and safe bathrooms
public bathrooms
I think we might be able to support a second rowing club location. I'd like to see waterfront access in a casual
environment. I always prefer a natural environment, but I don't think this is the place for it. I'd go along the neglected
trails near St. Anthony Main for a little of that.
The [Lao] community is also looking for places to host family reunions or cultural gatherings. They’d prefer to have an
indoor facility that can be rented, such as a pavilion or a shelter. They would be okay with a place that is sheltered but
not fully enclosed.
Preferred experience of the river: Walking, eating, people watching, having a beer. If bars & microbreweries in the
"zone" could sell compostable to-go cups which must be emblazoned with the park logo, purchased through city ~ it
could increase popularity while still limiting alcohol.
community gardens to grow plants that can nourish people with food and medicine
Built (-)
The entire UHT should be park...no development would be proposed
More natural areas, less built env. UNDEVELOP
Personally, I'm not looking forward to a flashy, high use area along the river. I would hope that
the area would remain park like, and not built up with homes, large restaurants or other
commercial venues.
Interest in UHT: I live and work in 55412. Also, it's an awesome river and I hate how industrialized it is around
here.
I think the most important thing to do with this area is to protect the river environment and return as much of the
river to a wild state as possible. I hope it does not become the location of
high priced housing for a few, but rather a beautiful riverfront that is accessible to all people.
this is not an area whose purpose is to fulfill what they want for a neighborhood park for the Northside. If amenities are
needed in Northside parks for people living in our neighborhoods, those amenities absolutely should be provided but
not in this very unique area. (Not the place for courts and fields)
Too much infrastructure . It needs more green park space...
There is excessive paving in this concept, would like to see less roads/parkway and less hardscaping.
I would like to see the dedicated park space greatly expanded in the large area on the southern half of the site that is
currently set aside for future development. While the temptation to encourage revenue-earning development is always
present, this site gifts us a rare opportunity to gain an incredible community asset. Aside from those near Theodore
Wirth Park on the west end, most north Minneapolis residents have little green space in comparison with other parts of
the city, yet stands to gain a premium park through this redevelopment effort. With the UHT, we have a chance to turn a
large swathe of precious riverfront land into a beloved community space in which to congregate and recreate out of
doors, and without cost, in an area that has been neglected and even excluded outright throughout the city's history,
and I would hate to see that chance give way to a more imposing built environment along the river.
MORE PARK!, more green, less concrete (P1-1)
More park space = less development revenue
Prioritize green space over infrastructure
Picture of all park with road and parking to mushroom building. Bike loop and pedestrian walk along the river and
otherwise all green space
I'm a little disappointed that only 15 acres out of the total 48 is going to be park land. I don't think that is enough green
space and I worry about the environmental impact of all the development.
All along the river should be open space, parkland and recreation (not heavily structured)
More park, less development
A simple park with a trail along the river, open fields for soccer or other sports, and restrooms would be the best use of
this land. Please don't clutter it with large buildings that will remain mostly empty and fall into disrepair.
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THEME: LOCAL/REGIONAL
Comments

Theme : Local/ Regional

Local (+)
How can the park at UHT best benefit the community?: Host wildlife
Diversity – events that bring different races and cultures together
Even if events/programs are free, the cost to park in some regional parks is a barrier to attendance
Interest in UHT: North Minneapolis has always been treated poorly by the city government and almost never received
any atractive development. This is a chance for the city to finally give atractive development to the Northside. It
would be great to be able to go to things on the Northside and not have to go everywhere else in the metro. It would
also bring others to the Northside, which in turn would help revitalize the Northside
More family oriented, small, local mobile food stands or smaller ethnic food choices.
Affordable for the folks in the neighborhood. Specialty restaurants using local produce. For sure, do no get rid of the
Mississippi Mushroom production, but expand on the product. A mushroom restaurant. A combination of sit-down
restaurants, take-out and food trucks.Fresh, healthy foods...no State Fair fried food junk foods. Ethnic foods
representing the people who have lived in North Minneapolis...the diversity of the neighborhood should be represented.
Interest in UHT: It's close to my home and would make a great new area for community engagement
Farmers markets and art markets. Maybe moving the Camden Farmers Market east and expanding it? Local producers.
Local theatre groups, etc. A scheduled rotation such as at Lake Harriet
Local artists
We have Target Center, Target Field, US Bank Stadium, TCF Statium, Saints Stadium for the big music venues. We do not
need another. We need something that would be affordable for the folks living in North Minneapolis not expensive
things that only those living in the suburbs can afford. Think ALIVE ON THE DRIVE mentality not blockbuster. Think
HARRIETT BAND SHELL.
Think ROCK THE GARDEN. More small events with variety. Green space, small restaurants. Locally grown produce,
healthy choices. Mississippi Regional park could have a southern annex...and this could be the space.
A rec center would draw people and invite park use by diverse people. Would like a big athletics focus. Theo Wirth is
not working for the community and is not at the heart of the community.
When people go there, it should be a place they can see themselves in
The park should focus on providing public riverfront access to people currently living on the Northside. More green
space and trails are the best use of this land.
Music/art events can start on the site in its current state w/minimal site improvements to build community buy-in and
participation. The first Jamming for Justice was put together very quickly by a dedicated group, and was very successful
and positive.
Priorities are that it is clean, healthy, family and friend-friendly. I wish we had a cleaner/healthier community! and that
people actually cared. / Concerned about violence (55411)
Food about the local culture (55411)
Local garden (55411)
Local garden (55411)
Would like to see the UHT be a place for local food business to profit by having a space that works well for them. She’d
also prioritizes natural foods and likes the idea of a “process-free zone” (55405)
Use park/other things to do there: picnic, family events, eat, swim, local artists
Public park of any kind could be good as long as it works for existing community members.
Best for N.Mpls/what would draw you: family-oriented
Best for N.Mpls/what would draw you: the feel of river, bluegrass, jazz, yoga
What would make it best for North would be live music, local artists, flower garden, and history. (55443)
More community activities, to involve everyone on the Northside.
Something that shows the local support for the arts would be welcomed. Including students from Perpich Center for the
Arts and MCAD in the creation would be great. Showcasing the beauty of appropriate and sustainable landscaping along
the river would also be great. Involving the Arboretum for that would make me proud.
Regional (-)
(Points to docked boats) I don't know many, if any working class neighborhood residents who own boats! (or would have
a license to rent) This reeks of gentrification!
No blue rooster, place for kids w/ disabilities, better water, fountain seating
Regional (+)
Park destination
Designed vs. natural water front: I personally prefer natural, but would be supportive of something well-designed that
would create pride and attract tourists. I don't think people recognize how wonderful it is to live near the Mississippi.
I live close to it in North. I want to clean up the riverbanks and remove the heavy industry, bring a vibrant riverfront to
be enjoyed by many not a dead at night business park, a destination riverfront that brings people in from all over could
greatly benefit the people of North
I enjoy the eateries at Minnehaha Falls, Calhoun and Lake Harriet, but I'd love to see something more upscale on the
river. A place to take visitors and show them the Mississippi, without standing in line.
This new development should draw people from all over to come and spend their money and enjoy the Northside
special events like city-wide composting kick off parties, or a city-sponsored treasure hunt
Park space similar to Chicago's Millennium Park
Interest in UHT: North Minneapolis has always been treated poorly by the city government and almost never received
any atractive development. This is a chance for the city to finally give atractive development to the Northside. It would
be great to be able to go to things on the Northside and not have to go everywhere else in the metro. It would also bring
others to the Northside, which in turn would help revitalize the Northside
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THEME: PUBLIC/COMMERCIAL
Comments

Theme : Public/Commercial

Public Facilities/Activities
Diversity – events that bring different races and cultures together
Fishing piers- for folks who don’t home boat
Bring different cultures in pos. way
Free fitness boot camp for community members with childcare
Family events
Make sure the poor and minority communities have a place
Multi-purpose for cultural events
More chances to get on the water for people who don't have their own boats.
Having activities to participate in
Diversity would bring me to the riverfront
A safe place everyone
Park land for all
Personally, I'm not looking forward to a flashy, high use area along the river. I would hope th the area would remain
park like, and not built up with homes, large restaurants or other commercial venues.
It is my community. I'm interested in returning it to a natural place, and a place for the people - the commons.
Interest in UHT: Creation of public connections to the riverfront, creation of natural connections of North Minneapolis to
the river and to downtown along the river corridor.
Larger inclusive use!
Interest in UHT: Hoping tax resources used in community spaces that are truly used 24/7.
Space for schools or businesses to rent or open space for relaxation.
Classes, workshops, meetups. Craft Fairs. We do not need big venues.
Food festivals, pop up events, gathering, job fairs, cultural fairs....so many options.
Let schools and parks use for practices (rehearsals)
Q16. Movies in the park, concerts, restaurant, giant games (e.g. capture the flag), cooking classes, pottery like in
Powderhorn, etc.
special events like city-wide composting kick off parties, or a city-sponsored treasure hunt
There are all types of get togethers for wide ranges of people ( such examples as Star Trekers, robotics, the possibilities
are endless). Some would attract me and other s wouldn't. And itwould be other things that would attract others and
not me. I would go 1 to 3 times a weekdepending on the attractiveness of what was going on
Programming for different ethnicities
Prioritize protection and enhancement of lands within the Mississippi National River and Recreation Area. "Our primary
priority for the site is to retain public ownership of the riverfront, make it accessible through trails and recreational
amenities, and to restore as much of the shoreline as possible"
When people go there, it should be a place they can see themselves in
Making space for all communities (cities/neighborhoods, etc) to reconnect with the natural and historic waterways
within the communities needs to be a priority.
More green space and draws for use, for example skateboard park, whatever, to draw people out not house people,
making the land private.
Create Public boat slips. Kayak lockers or some soft of way for kayakers to temporarily store their kayaks while enjoying
UHT
this is part of the Mississippi National River and Recreation Area / National Park Service. This aspect should be
embraced as a public amenity.
public outdoor space
No corporate naming rights, please! Stop selling your soul.
(southern half of the site) Areas for farmers markets and art shows and craft fairs. Anyway to help the local community
members share their talents and art and other work and an opportunity to sell that for extra income.
Public parks, walking trails (55411)
ethnically diverse events.
Community events
Space to hang out with family, park with fun activities (55412)
community park
Want to see a place to bring the community together
I would like for this to bring my community together to have fun
Public park of any kind could be good as long as it works for existing community members.
eco-friendly with the river, finding ways for people to help keep the environment clean.
outdoor family events
Cooking classes and demos, and a market. Things happening during the day
Public space for everyone, space for outdoor dance classes, year round sports field. Indoor & outdoor for football.
(55458)
Keep the space available to all groups (55345)
Programs, cooking, nutrition (55447)
Access to more open programmable public space.
Accessible, diversity, open to everyone
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Comments
I’d like a space where you can just relax: anyone of any culture or religion, they can hang out and feel at home.
(55404,55408,55401,55411,55306)
I would like to be able to have events and bar-b-ques
More community activities, to involve everyone on the Northside.
Commercial Facilities/Activities
Create a youth run bicycle shop!
Canoe, paddleboard rental
Restaurant, concessions and/or food trucks
Coffee shop
Night market great area close to downtown
Love the docks! Public rentals!!
River related activities boat, swim, fish, river enhanced activities, restaurants, hotels, boats rentals, bike rentals
We need more dining establishments with a view of the river, with boat access.
Permanent restaurant that draws a crowd similar to Sea Salt or Tin Fish in South Minneapolis along with food trucks or
casual cafe with food for before and after shows.
Casual cafes and takeaway food counters with perhaps one destination restaurant.
(Star below the food truck) (Star below the last image) Restaurants and cute lights
Being able to be on the river - restaurant would be #1 choice, boat rental #2
This a river not a lake. I see limited use for people to get into or out of the water perhaps canoe Kayake launch I envision
a strip of land next to the river to walk bike etc. with a casual environment I don't see a space for large groups of people
to gather A boat dock for people to park their boats for the season with small scale retial to support the families park
their boats
I would pay for river access like a boat ride, kayak rental for novices, Wilderness Inquiry type of outing.
canoe/kayak rental

Theme : Public/Commercial
Public Facilties/Activities

I want to bike down, eat food, drink a beer/cocktail/wine/tea/coffee, listen to music, maybe catch a dinner cruise, visit
the farmers market, go fishing, see art. That's what Mpls is to me. If we can get more of that closer to the river, that is
better.
What about something completely different like access to kayaks? Kayaking for novices. Or small excursion boats that
for pay would take people out on the river who do not feel comfortable going out on their own on the river due to
currents? How about a river/water experience for city people who don't get down to south Mpls? Make us feel a
connection to the river.
Preferred experience of the river: Walking, eating, people watching, having a beer. If bars & microbreweries in the
"zone" could sell compostable to-go cups which must be emblazoned with the park logo, purchased through city ~ it
could increase popularity while still limiting alcohol.
More family oriented, small, local mobile food stands or smaller ethnic food choices.
If there is a row of restaurants selling takeout
food ~ people will sit by the stage to eat.
All of the above - We do need permanent stages with open fields to draw people not only to the river but to the
hopefully restaurants that will be there - to support the businesses. We need all types of music to draw all types of
people and different age groups
There should be a wide range of food services ranging all the way from food carts or walking vendors for events to
destination restaurants. There could be space for food carts not far from river and restaurants farther back ranging from
low price to "destination" types. I am not sure whether I would want food trucks. Places like Sea Salt could be near
riverfront with fancy sit down white table cloth restaurants farther back.. It is important to have foods from a wide
variety of cultures because the Northside and nearby areas have such diversity. Hopefully we will have some high end
housing near the rear of the area behind the public areas and they could support destination restaurants as long as
there are people from other areas that also come.
Interest in UHT: It's close to my home and would make a great new area for community engagement
(music venue uses) Movies in the park, picnics, city day camp options, possibly as a rentable venue for parties/weddings

Commercial Facilities/Activities

As mentioned above, the city could use it to kick off events, corporations could rent it out for staff parties/events, and
programming for city youth during the summer could be centered out of there with a focus on arts and entertainment.
Kayak down the river, hop on/hop off to see + visit shops, restaurants, art (example of Milwakee)
Pool barge, a bar barge
I wonder if there is any room for a marina of house boats, too.
A bicycle shop, a fountain,
My suggestion was an amusement park with farmers market and other small business. The power lines could stay
Food hub, bike shop, a mini market to buy fruits and chips and etc. (55411)
Food was the key topic, especially the idea of a market or other place for selling food at the site (55405)
The farmers needs to be the sponsor, but a market should include local vendors who sell diverse and unique items
representing all cultures, including jewelry, arts, clothing, and seasonal foods. (55405)
Use park/other things to do there: pull boats up, dock side cafes, fishing piers, link up all the businesses
food trucks

Commercial Facilities/Activities
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THEME: ACTIVE/PASSIVE
Comments

Active/Passive

Passive Activity
Senior comment: Views, boats (tour boat), reflect the city
Places to eat and relax
Personally, I'm not looking forward to a flashy, high use area along the river. I would hope that the area would remain
park like, and not built up with homes, large restaurants or other commercial venues.
Better access to the river. Better access to passive green space.
Preferred experience of the river: I think the emphasis should be on keeping the atmosphere natural. Nature should be
the emphasis; the food venue should be a comfortable shawl to the experience and an ambience where you just want to
Preferred experience of the river: See previous answers. I want to experience it visually and naturally, but we have such
Interest in UHT: I am a taxpayer and resident in a congested city that needs quiet green/nature space as respite.
Preferred experience of the river: Relaxing near it and active in it
Space for relaxation along with the ability to go onto the water.
Whats thewater quality in the area? Could it be used for recreation or are built environments that use the river as a
design feature better suited? From the little I know of the area, I would like to see a more casual environment that
I've always found it calming and meditative to walk along it or near it. I used to love seeing the herons that would roost
in the trees on an small island near the park north of this location. The trees were damaged and I don't know if the birds
Preferred experience of the river: Easily accessible in a casual manner

Passive Activity
Passive Activity
Passive Activity
Passive Activity
Passive Activity
Passive Activity
Passive Activity
Passive Activity
Passive Activity
Passive Activity
Passive Activity
Passive Activity

Suntanning, romantic walks, bike/rollerblading (water access/experience)

Passive Activity

Have lots of benches in front for people to just chill.
need more casual/takeaway
Space for schools or businesses to rent or open space for relaxation.
Both an amphitheater with park benches ~ on the scale of the Lake Harriet bandshell and buskers for everyday.
Replace seating/viewing nodes with more garden space, pollinator species patches.
Opportunity for solitary peaceful reflection is a very important aspect of natural spaces.
and place for quiet contemplation
Nature, sunset, green space (55345)
Food and places I can sit and chill (55411)
Play area, sports area, places to sit, visit with friends- wifi availability (55412)

Passive Activity
Passive Activity
Passive Activity
Passive Activity
Passive Activity
Passive Activity
Passive Activity
Passive Activity
Passive Activity
Passive Activity

Relaxing with friends, market, food vendors, music (55411)
A place where teens can hangout and have fun. Having a park would be nice for people to have a time and moment to
study and other things (55411)

Passive Activity
Passive Activity

A place where teens can hangout and have fun. Having a park would be nice for people to have a time and moment to
study and other things (55411)
hangout and sit
sit down
places to sit
Places to convene and gather (55116)

Passive Activity

Movies, relaxing with friends (55405)

Passive Activity

Want a place to hang out by the river, music, fishing, picnicking, just hang out
On a nice summer day, I like to drive down there and sit. (55412)
I want to sit and enjoy it.
places to sit in the park

Passive Activity
Passive Activity
Passive Activity
Passive Activity

I’d like to see a mix of performance and art, relaxation and market. (55443)
Performance and arts+relaxation+market (balance)
Active Activity
My proposal is to build an amusement park and have it operated by local young people
A rec center would draw people and invite park use by diverse people. Would like a big athletics focus. Theo Wirth is
Diversity – events that bring different races and cultures together
Interest was expressed in large open spaces that can be available for large events, e.g., an annual soccer event that
Recreational things like courts
Free fitness boot camp for community members with childcare
Multi-use recreation-all seasons.
Preferred experience of the river: Energetic spaces for fun and quieter, natural spaces for relaxation.

Passive Activity
Passive Activity

Just green/spark spaces don’t always bring diverse communities.
o Field space i.e. soccer fields can attract more diverse communities to the river
More green space and draws for use, for example skateboard park, whatever, to draw people out not house people,
A park to me is green open space with room for trails, nature, sport area, grilling and BBQ area, tables, trees for shade,
Make it possible for park visitors to use the river, not just look at it. Needs to include river recreational access, not just
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Active Activity
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Active Activity
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Comments
The addition of a fitness park (as an example - https://fitness.playcore.com/)
perhaps to include sports/recreation facilities
Park should be highly usable for neighborhood youth not just a big lawn
Use park/other things to do there: I would like to walk, play field, burn energy.
opportunities for biking and playing.
People need to move, sports, anything where you can move your body (55411)
Access to more open programmable public space.
Passive Activity
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Active/Passive
Active Activity
Active Activity
Active Activity
Active Activity
Active Activity
Active Activity
Active Activity

THEME: AGE
Comments

Theme : Age
Seniors (+)

Fitness options for elderly
A place for seniors and kids alike
Best waterfront eatery is a picnic along the riverfront
among greenery and listening to the falls or the river rushing by, seeing some wildlife or maybesome humans going by in
boats. Need to see the water. Set up some nice picnic area. Don't make elder walk a mile to them.
I’m concerned about senior citizens - create something for seniors. Seating, and easy ways for them to get to events.
A place for seniors and kids alike
Youth (-)
strongly suggest that until the UHT is solidly established, that it not become a youth destination.
Youth (+)
Create a youth run bicycle shop!
A place for people to be able to explore, and space for kids to be able to run
Playground for autistic kids and accessible
Playground for kids that have disabilities , autism, etc.
Something safe and meaningful for little kids
Make it excisable and appropriate for autism/ special
needs children
More opportunities for kids to Kayak and be on the water
Kid friendly
Sports for the kids
(Points to river overlook near boats) River water feature like Chattanooga. Kids can play in the water in the summer very
popular
Making it entirely available to the youth
a safe, clean, natural place for children and their families
a safe, clean, natural place for children and their families
Multi-use: walking and biking path, boat, canoe, kayak access, docks for fishing Fishing, fishing, more fishing! Teach kids
to fish....
Would be great for the neighborhood to have more swimming and swimming lessons for children.
interactive museum for children
More family oriented, small, local mobile food stands or smaller ethnic food choices.
a safe, clean, natural place for children and their families
I can see it giving people something to do. Interaction with the community, they should put a play area for children
I would like to see some multipurpose sports fields. We do not have a decent soccer field for children/youth in north
Minneapolis.
A great outdoor classroom space for local schools.
Prioritize aras for kids out stay out of trouble and be activated. Sports, little boys and girls specifically, educational, true
histories, self confidence, care, and sustainability.
My proposal is to build an amusement park and have it operated by local young people
creatively built play spaces for children that incorporate the natural environment
include play infrastructure
most importantly a playground
playground for children
Park should be highly usable for neighborhood youth not just a big lawn
A huge play area for kids along with big tire swings. (55411)
There’s not much for teens to do but some type of community center would be perfect (55412)
I feel like usually there is a pool “area” but for little kids, so maybe like a water park (55405)
It should be friendly for kids and families. I’d like to see friendly people. I think it will be a cool thing for Northside.
(55432)
Space to hang out with family, park with fun activities (55412)
A place where teens can hangout and have fun. Having a park would be nice for people to have a time and moment to
study and other things (55411)
A place where teens can hangout and have fun. Having a park would be nice for people to have a time and moment to
study and other things (55411)
kiddie pool
I’d imagine little stop-off areas for kids to stop and play
games for kids
Playground to give the kids something to do
Like outdoor exercises, must be kid friendly, family oriented as well as a space for picnic volleyball something for
everyone
children activities - less outreach for adults
whatever attraction is there, make it kid-centered - pool, park, soccer
a place for kids/kid-friendly
A pool that kids can play in (1’ pool)
another swimming area for the kids
It should be something for kids
there it needs to be a space for young children
Park amenities – would like to see an adult part next to a children's park. Something for older youth and teens to climb
on too
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family-oriented, spend time with kids, swim,
free activities for kids to do
Use park/other things to do there: cooking, music, something to take the grandkids to
free youth programming, movie nights, ice cream social
No blue rooster, place for kids w/ disabilities, better water, fountain seating
I think it should be a place for children and families (55411)
Family friendly (55107)
Family oriented (55412)
Big playgrounds for adults and teens (55104)
Yes I work with young adults, they need outlets and space. Events and space that caters to their needs and resources
(55412)
Accessible space for youth (55406)
Yes, there should be stuff kids and families (55345)
Youth sports league (55405)
Events and game days for kids (55405)
Summer events to preschoolers (55411)
Family activities (55107)
Teen nights (55412)
Youth programming like basketball camp, beat production, dance battle, art, poetry, community events (55412)
Things to occupy the youth teen nights.
For kids, kickball and unorganized sports. Places for kids to play. (55412)
Youth shelter to keep kids off the street.
Have youth volunteer and run programs
Jobs for kids. Apps that connect people to the history and story. Story slams. Poetry, dance competitions. (55412)
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THEME: INDIVIDUAL/GROUP ACTIVITIES
Comments

Theme : Individual/Group Activities

Activities for Individuals
more activities and beautiful sights to see, keeping it clean
Could you build a climbing wall with the grain elevator?
Add a large, climbing sculpture - like the one at the High Line, NYC
Designed vs. natural water front: Natural, with just enough "design" to make it accessible. Yes, think "individual
experiences." Something one or a few people would do on their own, a nice activity, not "group venue" for making
money for private enterprise.
This a river not a lake. I see limited use for people to get into or out of the water perhaps canoe Kayake launch I envision
a strip of land next to the river to walk bike etc. with a casual environment I don't see a space for large groups of people
to gather A boat dock for people to park their boats for the season with small scale retial to support the families park
their boats
I want the water to be clean, the river healthy, and the access easy so I can choose my own journey.
Preferred experience of the river: Sitting solitary and reading a good book
Kayaking/canoeing. As a place for people to sit, while writing, reflecting
Something that involves the individual on different levels. Perhaps a boardwalk with historical plaques, a music venue, a
sports area
smaller, more intimate spaces
Group Activities/spaces
Diversity – events that bring different races and cultures together
More inclusion and creative community-generated solutions/place-making
create a safe space for community/public activities
Pleasant place to gather/talk/be active
Bring different cultures in pos. way
Diversity would bring me to the riverfront
A combination - need walking, biking trails but also areas that accommodate larger groups to bring people to the river.
I like the urban edge gathering idea. I think it's important to have places for people to gather. There was a nice park in
Denver I visited once on a river. It had a lot of nooks and crannies of gathering spots, picnic areas, etc.
There needs to be large areas where large groups can gather near the river...
Space for schools or businesses to rent or open space for relaxation.
Allow schools to put on shows.
The [Lao] community is also looking for places to host family reunions or cultural gatherings. They’d prefer to have an
indoor facility that can be rented, such as a pavilion or a shelter. They would be okay with a place that is sheltered but
not fully enclosed.
Relics Park: gathering space, music on the river, ticket sales go back into neighborhood
Walking paths and biking paths, somewhere to fish, somewhere to just hang out with their friends. (55411)
come with friends and kick it, food places close to the park (55411)
Food & hanging out with friends (55405)
Priorities are that it is clean, healthy, family and friend-friendly. I wish we had a cleaner/healthier community! and that
people actually cared. / Concerned about violence (55411)
Relaxing with friends, market, food vendors, music (55411)
Use park/other things to do there: picnic, family events, eat, swim, local artists
outdoor family events
Run, places to gather, bike
Places to convene and gather (55116)
Keep the space available to all groups (55345)
I would like to be able to have events and bar-b-ques
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THEME: ARTS/CULTURE
Comments
Public art features (Northern portion of UHT)
Music bandshell or amphitheater
Art studios
Sculpture
Stuff to do/art
Art
Add a large, climbing sculpture - like the one at the High Line, NYC
Add a sculpture and height - 10 stories like at High Line
What will the impact on wildlife be when you build this? Wildlife needs to be protected. This is shaping up to be a huge
mistake that we'll all regret in about five years. It should be about greenery, wildlife, the river -- not money, money,
money for a concert promoter!!!!
I want to bike down, eat food, drink a beer/cocktail/wine/tea/coffee, listen to music, maybe catch a dinner cruise, visit
the farmers market, go fishing, see art. That's what Mpls is to me. If we can get more of that closer to the river, that is
better.
use, integrate concrete domes into project. Use lighting(led) to illuminate at night, maybe project visual art onto
structures.
Lake Harriet Bandshell ~ I'd love to see one of those domes turned into a stage. The entertainment is free and you can sit
by a pretty lake. The parking stinks.
Art
Lots of "make spaces" for people to do art, music, sculpture, electronics, etc.
Playground, music/theatre/movies in the park. A ballfield would be a nice option. We would probably be in the 1/month
ballpark given our proximity to Theo Wirth and Webber
Public art displays,
Something like the small sculptures around the Mpls. Fed. I think they were done by Aldo Moroni.
Walk by it, and have it as part of the landscape during musical performances.
A permanent stage with open fields might provide the best bang for the buck as more than just music can utilize
the space (state of the city speech, private events) while still maximizing the
available green space.
Industrial-themed public art, pedestrian-oriented travel channels.
Art installations, informational boards/signs with significant events/people/culture of the area.
Local theatre groups, etc. A scheduled rotation such as at Lake Harriet
Theater groups! Shakespeare in the park, high school groups, choirs, etc
Art Fairs,
Local artists
Allow schools to put on shows.

Theme : Arts/Culture
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As mentioned above, the city could use it to kick off events, corporations could rent it out for staff parties/events, and
programming for city youth during the summer could be centered out of there with a focus on arts and entertainment.
Community performances
Movies, live theater,
Summer theater is one way.
Impromptu dance party, dance practices
Live salsa or zouk
Movie theatre - "drive in" without the cars
Outdoor classroom, movies in the park, community theater, etc.
Concerts if amphitheater is there. Also events such as beer tasting, wine tasting, flea markets, food truck events. I would
come once per week in the spring, summer and fall.
Festivals, music events, theater, outdoor movies
I would not want to see this section of the river become a major entertainment venue location. Small summer concerts
Q16. Movies in the park, concerts, restaurant, giant games (e.g. capture the flag), cooking classes, pottery like in
Powderhorn, etc.
Large scale music on the river could be great. I'd be on board with an amphitheater similar to the one at Millenium Park
in Chicago. Popular bands, orchestra, whatever. I was was pleased when Hall's Island opened up to music, but that is
basically a hay field. Having nice facilities, would definitely motivate me to see more music.
I think a permanent stage is best. When people notice it even when no show is going on they are more likely to look into
what events happen there. It would be best if it could be accessible for
free/cheap concerts as well as paid concerts.
Potentially several sizes. Flexible spaces to accommodate various size events. I like the two pictures on the right for
larger performances.

Yes

I think to make this a destination space people need to be able to see the acts and have a large space with permanent
hillside seating and accommodations for electrical and sound
requirements for larger acts.
I would hate to exclude impromptu performances by solo musicians, but I think permanent stages get a lot of use and
can be beautiful.
Large scale amphitheater Love the idea of the Minnesota Orchestra performing there.
Permanent stages with fields for gathering. It would be nice to have music, theater, etc. going on simultaneously. I think
an amphitheater would be too loud for the surrounding neighborhoods (this isn't the Gorge).

Yes
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Comments
The space could allow for a pretty large scale, but I would like to see a variety of uses available (picnic/playground) I
would envision a scale similar to the Harriett bandshell. Permanent stage with moderate open field space - amphitheater
would be great, or an permanent over water stage. Build it, we will come.
Uses a medium elevated stage that can be used for performances
We need a performance space that would serve 1 or 2 thousand people regularly. It would be good to have a site like
Lake Harriet where there are performances every night during good weather. The idea to have concerts of 10,000 would
be nice but I don't think the permanent seating should be that large because that would probably limit the use of the
site for other activities, and there would probably not be enough large concerts to justify the loss of so much space that
could be used for other activities. However, if it is built as a structure rather than just built up earth, there could be
amenity businesses housed under the seating.There may be a way where the seating area (if the seats were removable)
wouldn't use up too much space that could be used for other activities and could be used some way in winter for
sledding. etc If we could get regular crowds of 10,000 and it could be places in an area that would not interfere
with maximum use of the area it would be okay. However, if there are charges it might greatly cut into the number of
Northsiders who could use it regularly.
I hope that any musical venue development would be scaled to aesthetically contribute to the natural riverfront, and not
overwhelm it. That goes for any of the developments that would
occur in this place. I think the first two pictures represent a smaller venue idea, but because they are in the midst of
cement and urban backgrounds they do not fit. Small, but natural would
be ideal - somewhat like the setting on Nicollet Island. The third image is best, but a bit too developed outside of the
music venue area. The final picture, with the huge metallic sculptures
is atrocious!
Impromptu performances by solo musicians. Music as the main attraction, will support other establishments. See, Saint
Anthony Main.
Love the idea of an amphitheater that could serve multiple purposes - music, plays, speakers,
and other performances etc.
music venue seasonal mimium wage jobs is not what North MInneapolis needs
We have no access to river in most of northeast Minneapolis. I would like to drive across Camden Bridge and be able to
enjoy some non-industrial site, not overly programming like this debacle appears to be headed to be. Hideous decision
you have made. At most, I could accept no major infrastructure but programming for small-scale acoustic music only.
Something all ages could enjoy and access. Not the crap First Avenue
brought to Scherer. And no alcohol or food trucks. If you want some concessions, to it like the place at Minnehaha, not
some diesel-fumed meat-centric, environmentally ignorant offering
from a truck.
Whenever there is a performance
dog park, multi-use fields, biking, walking, drive, ice skating while a concert is happening,
shows
love idea of arts and crafts markets and green space. Mental health and green space are very important.
Kayak down the river, hop on/hop off to see + visit shops, restaurants, art (example of Milwakee)
Relics Park: gathering space, music on the river, ticket sales go back into neighborhood
Four pillars: Historical preservation, Arts and culture, All things ecological, Food and urban farming
Four pillars: Historical preservation, Arts and culture, All things ecological, Food and urban farming
Four pillars: Historical preservation, Arts and culture, All things ecological, Food and urban farming
sculptures depicting Native Americans, and other historical uses of the land like the lumber industry.
Music/art events can start on the site in its current state w/minimal site improvements to build community buy-in and
participation. The first Jamming for Justice was put together very quickly by a dedicated group, and was very successful
and positive.
Strive to integrate organizing principles of art & culture
Honor indigenous/stolen land and invite the local indigenous community members to inform the design on their terms,
as it relates to history, current indigenous art/cultural practice, connection to water/the river, fossil fuel extraction
projects and impact on indigenous people (Enbridge's Line 3 project) etc. Acknowledge: This is Dakota Land and
Anishinaabe territory.
Park trails, parks, art museums, theaters (55412)
We should have art we can play on and all we really have is basketball. (55412)
They want to have art everywhere and a farmers market. (55411)
They want to have art everywhere and a farmers market. (55411)
art
Liked the graffiti on the domes (55405)
Farmers market, fruits/vegetables and food, art
Use park/other things to do there: picnic, family events, eat, swim, local artists
I would love to see a space where local artist can come and express their art work legally on a free wall for the
community. there needs to be art.
plays
outdoor movies/movie theater
Socially relevant to issues our community faces. Artists who reflect the struggle (55412)
Programming, arts / athletics (55412)
Youth programming like basketball camp, beat production, dance battle, art, poetry, community events (55412)
What would make it best for North would be live music, local artists, flower garden, and history. (55443)
Sculpture park
I think it should be a place for everyone: arts, music, sports… (55404,55408,55401,55411,55306)
Huge sculptures from local artists
Want to see art like sculpture garden
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Comments
I think it should be a place for everyone: arts, music, sports… (55404,55408,55401,55411,55306)
I’d like to see a mix of performance and art, relaxation and market. (55443)
What would make it best for North would be live music, local artists, flower garden, and history. (55443)
Performance and arts+relaxation+market (balance)
Something that shows the local support for the arts would be welcomed. Including students from Perpich Center for the
Arts and MCAD in the creation would be great. Showcasing the beauty of appropriate and sustainable landscaping along
the river would also be great. Involving the Arboretum for that would make me proud.
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THEME: RIVER USE
Comments

Theme : River Use (Yes/No)

No
This a river not a lake. I see limited use for people to get into or out of the water perhaps canoe Kayake launch I envision
Beach area: unnecessary as not many people will come to swim in the river. Also, as a water safety issue, the river would
would stay away from the river
Yes
Want to travel in a boat and be able to dock where you can fish
Natural shoreline and touch the water places
Canoe, paddleboard rental
Experience and Access the River: Boating, fishing, swimming
Experience and Access the River: Canoe, kayak rental
Experience and Access the River: Beaches for boating
Experience and Access the River: Touch the water
River-related/river enhancing jobs
Experience and Access the River: Boat races
Senior comment: Views, boats (tour boat), reflect the city
Fishing / kayak access / marina
Boat house for racing, rowing, boats (Northern portion of UHT)
Kayaking
River access, activities and experience for swimming, rowing, canoes
Battle boats
Connect canoe and kayak to other public water ways
Fishing piers- for folks who don’t home boat
Riverfront multi-destination with lots of choices including River access, activities and experience
Fishing
The river brings me to the river: space to enjoy it is sometimes blocked
More chances to get on the water for people who don't have their own boats.
More opportunities for kids to Kayak and be on the water
River walks
Kayak/ canoe rentals
Marina
Incorporate history (in the waterfront)
(Points to river overlook near boats) River water feature like Chattanooga. Kids can play in the water in the summer very
popular
More river related activities
River related activities boat, swim, fish, river enhanced activities, restaurants, hotels, boats rentals, bike rentals
Waterfront access in a mainly natural environment
Designed vs. natural water front: Designed would be great but there should be waterfront activities - fishing areas,
boating areas, etc. similar to hidden falls area
Better access to the river. Better access to passive green space.
Waterfront access in a mainly natural environment.
Interest in UHT: Creation of public connections to the riverfront, creation of natural connections of North Minneapolis to
the river and to downtown along the river corridor.
Clean access (water access/experience)
Whats thewater quality in the area? Could it be used for recreation or are built environments that use the river as a
design feature better suited? From the little I know of the area, I would like to see a more casual environment that
invites people to the rivers edge to gather and even some recreation.
I would pay for river access like a boat ride, kayak rental for novices, Wilderness Inquiry type of outing.
A small harbor, with space for boats would be amazing. North and NE have less access to lakes and water access than
south Minneapolis does. Access to water is something that I feel defines Minnesota, and providing that access would be
very valuable for the neighborhoods surrounding this new park.
As many opportunities to be close or on the water.
I think there should be water access for kayaking, canoeing, paddleboarding, as well as a marina docking space to
accommodate power boats.
be able to Practice gymnastics, do a cartwheel and jump in the water
Waterfront access in a casual environment
Whatever is chosen, there should be affordable options. Can you imagine a single mom bringing her 4 kids to the river
and trying to spend $12-15 each on a meal that won't even fill you up? (This was my experience growing up.) Food
trucks are spendy, mobile food stations might make more sense as it allows you to flex the amount of space for events.
Food courts and restaurants should be a part of it, but possibly a block away as to not take away from the recreation
opportunities near the water.
Interest in UHT: Promixity and it's a park along the Mississippi - Mpls Parks are the best!
Interest in UHT: Water priority
no, but would love to see it more connected to the rest of the river through parks/paths/water activities, etc.
excited about it [park?] being large. Being near the water is important to well-being.
Being near the water is important to well-being.
Need swimming space. If safe for kayaking, is safe for swimming.
feel a pier would greatly benefit the community
Areas closest to river should be reserved for people/nature versus cars further from the river
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Comments
Kayak down the river, hop on/hop off to see + visit shops, restaurants, art (example of Milwakee)
Pool barge, a bar barge
Boat building and dock
Build steps down river seawall to provide fishing access near CPAC
River access near amphitheater
Riverboat and access to the river
River access, activities and experience
I would like to see more land set aside for park, wildlife, green space, and access to the river.
Would like to see a fishing pier.
(southern half of the site) open PARK with access to river
I wonder if there is any room for a marina of house boats, too.
(Southern half of the site) Create a canoe and boat launch site.
access to river activities such as canoe and kayak rentals
Create Public boat slips. Kayak lockers or some soft of way for kayakers to temporarily store their kayaks while enjoying
UHT
Make it possible for park visitors to use the river, not just look at it. Needs to include river recreational access, not just
river viewing. (Docks, ramp, etc.)
opportunity for water ski show site
River access, activities and experience for paddlers is important.
Will there be river access for boaters, kayakers, etc.? Will there be any open green space for any type of athletic
participation? Fishing docks? All would be good for the users of the park.
Would also like to have actual access to the river to launch/dock
The river should be central to all planning for park space.
We (Northsiders) want the same things that people in other parts of Minneapolis want - beautiful spaces, access to the
water, places to eat… an all-naturalized space (like in the Above the Falls master plan) is not ok
One way I would like to experience the river is we should have a walkway across the river
Be able to go fishing with my family
Walking paths and biking paths, somewhere to fish, somewhere to just hang out with their friends.
Fishing is a big deal to them and they feel like that if they have somewhere to fish they would hang out all day
Loved kayaking and would do it again
Possibly swim (if that’s possible), be able to have more docks
Ways to access the river: walking/biking paths, sitting, direct access to water
Ways to access the river: boating and fishing activities, I'm not swimming in no river
beach
boating
boating, jet ski, dock access
canoeing
canoeing
fishing
Ways to access the river: definitely a fishing dock or something to do with fishing
Ways to access the river: fishing, recreational stuff
Ways to access the river: walking path, biking, no cars, intimate space
Park with access to the river would be good
Better River access, activities and experience: Fishing and boating dock.
canoeing
I want to be able to boat, jet ski, swim, kayak, canoe in the river. A beach area where there isn’t anything separating the
land from the water.
Sit in a tube and watch a movie.
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THEME: ACCESS
Comments
auto, bike, walk
I usually bike or walk, but I notice that many people drive to North Mississippi Regional Park. It is a destination area,
because it is so nice and so wild.
Lakes ares a biking destination on a long ride, but I also frequently drive to the park to walk and dine there and in the
neighborhood.
walk, bike, drive - Trails to these destinations from the neighborhoods are essentail. However, need piblic
transportation and the ability to drive in. This new development should draw people from all over to come and spend
their money and enjoy the Northside
By bike, by public transit. Most people drive.
Car
drive. but needs bus routes to serve North Mnneapolis
I drive (yes, I'm one of them) and if I can't park I leave ~ a parking ramp that's cheap, between the freeway &
Washington (leaving the riverfront open for parks, retail & entertainment) will help bring suburbanites. When Metro
Transit is simple, I'll also use that ~ like, if it goes within a block or two of my destination.
I now have to drive and do it seldom having moved from NE to White Bear Lake. I used to drive or bike.
Sometimes I bike and sometimes I drive. Most people drive to get there except for those who live very close.
drive
I drive once I'm that "far" north, but coming from S. Mpls, I'd have to transfer at least twice to get to that area. N. Mpls
has long been underserved with connections to other parts of the city.
Once, when I went on a boat ride with someone that lived on the river and had a boat. Most people will drive their car.
The River needs to be viewed not just as an amenity, but with its historical function as a transportation artery. Parking
of private vehicles should not drive the development strategies for future phases. Water taxi service on the river, and
shared vehicle pools are better alternatives.
On a nice summer day, I like to drive down there and sit. (55412)
Most now are by car, walking, or bicycle. I think opening up lock and improving boat access would be great.
As someone who would walk/bike to this park I think that making safe pedestrian and bike lanes across Dowling should
be a priority not an “if we have enough money” item. The bridge right now is completely unsafe for bikes/pedestrians
Bike path to downtown. Walking paths.
Bike, walking, parking
Can there be some planning for connecting 26th Avenue North to the bicycle and walking trails along the river.
walking and biking to the river, paths that stop traffic
Walking/biking.
Ways to access the river: safe walking trails, bike racks/parking
Boat taxi but with activities on it, you could pay with your Metro Transit card. (55404,55408,55401,55411,55306)
Frequent transit to north/NE/downtown Mpls, inc. for evening events/businesses
Bicycle, scooter
Bike
bike or vehicle
Car, bike, boat.
I use a car. Most people use a car to access this area. Needs to be accessible to all ages and abilities, including elders
who need to use cars.
It would depend on the musical offering but if the bicycle connections to my neighborhood to the west and securing my
bike were simple and clearly defined, I would attend often. However, if I had to deal with parking (because natural
connections to the neighborhood were not established) I would be less likely to attend.
I've lived in Camden since 1969 and Upper Harbor was always an off-limits place. It always felt "we the people" weren't
allowed to go near the river ~ and I've always hated that. Adding I-94 separated it more, it became the industrial zone.
Having more buses on Dowling & Lowry that go to Second St and a bike & pedestrian path with a NON-MOTORIZED
bridge over the freeway somewhere in the middle (34th - 36th) would help make feel like part of the neighborhood.
Mostly by car and transit. Should be accessible by bike and on foot, to some degree.
Bike!!! (26th Avenue North)
Make accessible to all with transit
(Points to non-specific area south end of site) Cut down car traffic more bike lane and public transportation
A bike path along Dowling would make it more accessible. Also this is a amazing - super excited - thanks for the survey!
A recommendation that the site should be tied into the overall City bike plan
Also would need to keep parking cost cheap or zero. Paying for parking at public parks is offputting. Charge nonresidents
for it or more than you charge residents. Seems only fair.
Bike and car. Minneapolis public transit sucks.
Bike car, we live off Dowling & Penn and Dowling is not great for biking, so most likely car. I'm not aware of a bus
running down Dowling, that would be a nice option too. Also bike share
(although stations are lacking in NOMI)
Bike connection
Bike paths, less car access, ped/bike bridges across river
Bike trail - one across river, too
Car, bike, or bus. I think people use all modes of transportation to get to these destinations.
east transit access,.
easy bike access.
Encourage Nice Bike
Ferry back and forth, water taxi.
Good connections: Bike, Ped Transit
Grass pedestrian bridges
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Comments
How will people get there (boats, peds, bikes, cars, public transit, wheelchair & other mobility devices)? Anticipate new
mobility options & prioritize the future of transport
Interest in UHT: Bike ride-able
It might need to be longer term/phase 2- but it'd be great if there could be a light rail stop at the park to ensure easy
public transportation access.
Make sure to include a large number of bike racks, a dedicated space for taxis and ride shares, and possibly offer a
discount or priority lot for carpoolers. Cars are not a priority.
Need Transit
Pedestrian/bike access needs to be improved. Dowling is too dangerous due to heavy traffic
Put the trail in all the way to downtown ASAP
Safe and efficient transit is an absolute must and
should always be considered during planning stage
Safe transportation, like a shuttle bus. (55404,55408,55401,55411,55306)
Something to use the river like a corridor (like the water taxis in Chicago) (55411)
Ways to access the river: bike
Will transit visit this site? How about a water taxi/ferry for commuters?
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THEME: CONNECTIONS
Comment
connection to trails, lakes, pedestrian/bicycle recreation. Better public transit connections would improve access.
Easy access off 94 (once the road work is done).
I used to work at West Broadway and Dupont. One of my favorite things to do in the summer was to meet people for
picnic lunches at the park in front of MPRB. Even with the park there and being only a mile away, driving often would
take 10-15 minutes and biking did not feel safe. With usually only a 30 minute lunch, it wasn't often feasible to take
advantage of the Mississippi River park.
It would depend on the musical offering but if the bicycle connections to my neighborhood to the west and securing my
bike were simple and clearly defined, I would attend often. However, if I had to deal with parking (because natural
connections to the neighborhood were not established) I would be less likely to attend.
I've lived in Camden since 1969 and Upper Harbor was always an off-limits place. It always felt "we the people" weren't
allowed to go near the river ~ and I've always hated that. Adding I-94 separated it more, it became the industrial zone.
Having more buses on Dowling & Lowry that go to Second St and a bike & pedestrian path with a NON-MOTORIZED
bridge over the freeway somewhere in the middle (34th - 36th) would help make feel like part of the neighborhood.
Mississippi park
Most seem to be on the other side of the river now. More access by boat would be a benefit.
Preferred experience of the river: Bridge across the river
Successful destinations in the area: Camden Park/Library Development, Greek Restaurant in "downtown" Camden,
North Mississippi Park
The city should also either purchase or acquire a strip along the river that would connect this new area to the existing
NMRP so people can flow between the two
The Upper Mississippi Regional Park and the attached Webber Park are important destinations which draw people to
the area. However, they need more parking and signs along the highway.
They also need more publicity.. However, the new "natural" pool at Webber probably does not need more users, at
least on some days.
Theo Wirth Park, Victory Memorial Parkway. Nature, bike trails, live music (on the parkway).
There should be a ped mall/bike area that links the neighborhood to the river and slows traffic. Cars should be included
but the mall should be European style so it drastically slows car traffic.
Better access along Dowling
Better access along Lowry
Better access along St. Anthony PKWY
(Along river near #12 furthest left/south in plan) continue the bike path? With arrows going N and S along river
(Points path to the right of stage) What level of street activation to "bridge" between highway and riverwalk? - Pursue
boulevard features and functionality to leverage significance of this corridor (more than the river should create "place")
... with a look towards to connecting northern park.
A bike path along Dowling would make it more accessible. Also this is a amazing - super excited - thanks for the survey!
A cool station that ties into Downtown
Access to the west
and there should be an aim to find a way to connect it to the rest of the river front to develop a continuous unblocked
pathway from north to south.
As someone who would walk/bike to this park I think that making safe pedestrian and bike lanes across Dowling should
be a priority not an “if we have enough money” item. The bridge right now is completely unsafe for bikes/pedestrians
Bike connection
Bike path to downtown. Walking paths.
Bike trail - one across river, too
Bike/ped trails from Dowling to Ole Olson is critical for Phase 1.
Can there be some planning for connecting 26th Avenue North to the bicycle and walking trails along the river.
Can we connect to West River Parkway too?
Connect the riverfront property to the east of the city
Connect to North Mississippi Regional Park
Connect to Victory 44, Webber Pool, Northeast Breweries
Connect to Wirth Park, east/west corridors, downtown, and N Mississippi Regional Park
Connected bike paths
Connections need to be made from these proposed sites to parks across the Interstate and river that would tie this
whole thing together; connections for foot and bike traffic to Perkins Hill Park to bike path and to Terrace Park over river
to bike paths. This way there is another connection besides Dowling Ave, which a really poorly planned idea.
Connecting parks on each side of the river and highway to the ones being proposed helps in having access that you
never have to be outside of a green space via walking or biking.
Dowling Ave bridge improvements are key to connecting the space to the community
Ensure safe, inviting connections to neighborhoods
From Dowling to about 36th, I think a promenade would be nice ~ it would encourage people to move in all directions in
the area around the amphitheater. From 36th to Lowry, narrow the
walk a bit and have a natural edge. From Dowling to North Mississippi Regional Park, paths similar to what's already in
the park would integrate the two. I'd to see the city acquire the entire riverfront ( just 50' - 100' width) and have paths
enabling people to walk or bike the riverfront from one end of the city to another.
Grand rounds bike path - this should be connected for bikes to existing pathways!! People like to explore the city!
Grass pedestrian bridges
Have trails and connect to other trails (55411)
I like that there are Northside connections
I think you need more connectivity with Nomi and NE.....this spot is downhill from Nomi and not near a bridge to NE. It's
sort of a dead end and you have no plant to connect either community in a meaningful way to the site.
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Comment
I would like to see some verification included in the plans to guarantee that the new improvements will connect
bike/walking paths from the North Regional Park with the paths at the riverfront area near Broadway Ave. to the south.
Is the only access to UHT at Dowling Avenue? What does this do to connect and make the park accessible to people
closer to Lowry and other walkable points?
It has to connect to the Grand Rounds or other bike trails. It is critical that you can EASILY bike and drive to/from
Northeast and Downtown.
it'd be great if there could be some type of elevated board walk over the river that could be a shared use path that
connects Ole Olson Park with Upper Harbor trails. Connecting Upper Harbor river front with Ole Olson should be in
Phase 1 in some form....The trails are the most basic element and should be done for baseline connectivity...this could
be an oonerf too or some type of bike/ped facility.
Linear park will need a place to loop until the north-south connections are made, if not then it will not be used.
Linear path to other parks
Link up to other regional/resources
more biking and walking paths that connect up with the paths south of Broadway
More connection with the neighborhood - think the way Duluth did 35N
More green space along Dowling so that it is a "gateway" to the site, connects with themes of water systems
infrastructure (rain gardens and pervious road materials) to the river. This is the main entry point to the site and could
be more interesting, think public plaza/street scape
Most particularly, bicycle connections to regional trails and to downtown. I'd love to bike to UHT, grab lunch or coffee on
a Saturday, and head out on a bike ride to Minnehaha Falls along a unified river parkway, or grab a cup of coffee on a
Monday morning as I begin my bike commute to work downtown.
Need more clear/comprehensive paths from neighborhoods, access points
Off street trail/ to downtown
One way I would like to experience the river is we should have a walkway across the river (55411)
Parks have trails and often connect to other trails (55411)
Pedestrian/bike access needs to be improved. Dowling is too dangerous due to heavy traffic
planned north connection to Webber Parkway would connect the two parkways and help create an important link into
the north Minneapolis neighborhoods across I-94. In exploring this idea, we found there are only two parcels to the
north of the site, one of which is already owned by the City, so the connection is feasible and should be explored in this
planning process.
Put the trail in all the way to downtown ASAP
Safe approach from Dowling Ave.
Some of the open park space needs to extend over to I-94, both to facilitate a future ped-crossing of the freeway, and so
the park is visible to passing traffic.
The Broadway Ave and the surrounding North Minneapolis neighborhoods. Better links to public transport to and thru
the park.
The Dowling connection is critical it should be a priority
The park further North was a destination for me before it was developed and afterward.
The riverfront needs easier access from the Northside area between Lowry and Dowling.
Try to make them connect- a corridor
We support the development of the parkway, but feel as though the connections to the north and south must be well
understood and planned for.
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THEME: RELICS
Comment

Theme: Relics
Exclude

level the relics - not a history to preserve
I do not like the restoration of the industrial elements. I believe they are relics of the past and signs of the environmental
destruction that occurred on this site for far too long. I do not understand keeping these and am definitely in favor of
their removal.
The relics should be removed. They are obsticals for building and also represent another failed Federal Gov subsidy for
jobs.
Industrial relics should leave, replace with carnival, parks, food places.
Would Like
As rule I like natural, but this area may be better suited to a designed area because of its industrial past. Would be
interesting to tie in the old with the new.
Lake Harriet Bandshell ~ I'd love to see one of those domes turned into a stage. The entertainment is free and you can sit
by a pretty lake. The parking stinks.
I love the industrial features on the site. It would be interesting to bring back some of the
agricultural history as well.
use, integrate concrete domes into project. Use lighting(led) to illuminate at night, maybe project visual art onto
structures.
People enjoy the maintained relics from original UHT site
Love the relics park.
Domes! Recording studio (see The Tank in Colorado)
Keeping/reusing the relics sounds good.
Keep the industrial feel to the park. There is sculptural beauty to the relics.
Similar to Mill Ruins, much of the older development of the site is likely large, concrete and steel and difficult to
remove. Celebrate the architecture of the site in the new design.
Use the old silos as an indoor area
Liked the graffiti on the domes
Keep one dome and let people do graffiti on it. Have artists do some of it, and then people can take a short class and
then be able to write on it, too
Make the domes a tourist site, with a big garden with a fountain
Wouldn't Like
Strive to integrate organizing principles historical preservation
at least one person did not think the domes or any other structures are worth saving.
Why would we want to preserve industrial history?
there's no need for a Relic Park
The industrial relics provide an interesting opportunity to interpret the history of the site, but we do not view preserving
them in their current state as integral or necessary. We think there is a lot of leeway in how they can be re-used, repurposed or even re-interpreted elsewhere on the site if necessary. For example, the domes could be cut down to create
rings within which events and activities could occur and could add additional green space.
Prefer that the "industrial heritage" is not prioritized. The industrial heritage tells of a history of corporate agriculture,
pollution of water (fertilizer domes), chemical farming/industrialization of our food chain, and decreased
ecosystem/food crop diversity. Bridge the connection to neighborhoods, as some community members feel that UHT is
not "their neighborhood." When in actuality approximately 10 neighborhoods are only a mile or mile and a half away.
The domes are strange, but we could see them being used for artistic purposes/graffiti/ indoor activities.
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